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First Seal Conquests Agreed, the Ten Kings, Empires Rising 
 (Blog 0022 AndrewHadden.org) 

 

Back on November fourth, in a vision, I saw myself place a very large Bible on the table, open it, 

and read with my finger moving down a column.  Then God said, “You.”  Then I was led to open 

a Bible and heard, “Revelation,” and then, “Six.”  I went to the book of Revelation, and chapter 

six.  I was told to read out loud and read the first two verses and then heard, “Stop.”  It was the 

opening of the first seal, the rider on the white horse, sent forth “conquering and to conquer.”  I 

waited for God to say more and heard: 

 

Time. . . The time has come.  It will begin – soon.  Muslims, and many more.  China – 

aggressive.  All over – conquest.  Grabbing what they want, against the weak, the 

vulnerable.  Great empires rising – ten.  Ten kings.  The ones foretold.”   

 

Ten kings are prophesied in the book of Daniel, chapter seven, and the book of Revelation, 

chapter 17. 

 

Then I thought of Biden and the news, the world seeing the U.S. as weak.  China’s official paper 

today (11-4) mocked Biden for apologizing to the world for the previous administration backing 

out of the climate accord.  Then I heard God say:  

 

The U.S. standing by.  It was agreed.  China and more guaranteed what they can do.  The 

U.S. will stand by.  The Illuminati arranged it. 

 

Scrolling forward more (to 11-27), I saw an expert in the news saying the U.S. dare not get 

involved with Russia massing for invasion on the border of Ukraine, and it made me think of 

what God told me above on 11-4.  Already it seems what God spoke of is evident.    

 

Scrolling forward again (to 12-8), I noted, in the news, voices in both parties advocating the U.S. 

going to war with Russia may be necessary to protect Ukraine (who has bought a lot of influence 

in the U.S.).  That leaves me wondering who is in on the secret deal God mentioned, and who 

may be providing the excuse to keep America out of the agreed other wars.  There has been 

debate and speculation as to how many wars America can fight at one time.  Is this designed to 

get the American public to accept what China and others are about to do, because we are in 

danger of another conflict elsewhere?  Hopefully, our leaders will not drag us into a very 

dangerous war with Russia to keep their deal with China and others.  God has spoken of Russia 

acting within our borders soon, secretly assisting terrorists who will be creating “mayhem.”  

Perhaps our leaders are about to provoke that?  That is the war we need to be ready for – the one 

about to start at home, with innocent civilians, women and children, as casualties.  And perhaps 

the uncontrolled flow of unknown persons crashing our borders should be stopped, if we expect 

to survive as a nation?  

 

Finally, God said (on 12-15) to get ready post this, but he wanted me to explain more.  Let me 

start with basics.  The Bible contains two books with a lot of prophecies about the end times.  

They are the book of Daniel, in the Old Testament, and the book of Revelation, the last book in 

the New Testament and the Bible as a whole.  Daniel predicted a lot of things for ancient kings 

that have already come to pass in great measure, things about a sequence of empires reaching far 
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out into the future.  God used him to predict the future so accurately, those that faithlessly 

critique the Bible, as if it were like any other book written only by men, and not by God through 

men, try to dismiss the book as lying about when it was written.  But there is a reason that people 

of all generations have preserved the Bible and distributed it more than any other book.  That is 

because people know that God guided those that wrote it, and that it consists of accurate 

accounts of God’s dealings with mankind, and messages to mankind.  

 

Another basic thing to note is that God interprets his prophecies in scripture his way, and people 

who thought they were experts on everything about the scriptures, and rightfully so – more than 

any scholar living today – the Pharisees, got how God fulfilled prophecies of Christ’s first 

coming all wrong.  It was people who were dedicated to prayer who recognized the Messiah first 

– because of the witness of God’s Spirit to them.  Likewise, the self-proclaimed experts of today 

are just as sure as the Pharisees were, in thinking they know how God will fulfill his plan.  They 

are assuming a lot, and proclaiming their assumptions as settled truth.  God is not afraid to leave 

them wrong, and humbled, just as he did the Pharisees.   

 

One assumption is that the rider on the first horse in Revelation six is the Antichrist, rising by 

conquest.  The passage says nothing indicating this rider represents the Antichrist.  Read it for 

yourself.  It is a huge assumption – and wrong.  I have addressed this in another blog.  God says 

it represents conquest all over.  We are about to see it and God is aligning it with the ten kings 

predicted in Daniel and Revelation rising, by conquest.  And God has indicated that the 

Antichrist is rising by subversion of nations from within.  And one should also not necessarily 

assume that these ten kings are kings of only one nation, or even kings in a traditional sense.  

End times self-proclaimed “experts” have been pushing that assumption on the text for a long 

time, and pushed scenario after scenario to try to see it fulfilled in developing trends, like the 

founding and growth of the European Union and common market.  The text does say the 

beast/kingdom from which these kings arise is different from all others, and that the king they 

see as representing the Antichrist is different from the other kings.   

 

Now God mentions, “Rome,” which I had not thought to include.  Many have assumed these ten 

kings/nations arise out of the old Roman Empire.  Again, God may plan a different interpretation 

and fulfillment of what he said through his prophets in his word.  Part of the reason for that is 

that God sees much more going on than men see, or are even willing to consider.  There is a city 

that rules over the kings of the earth – but its role is concealed from mankind by great secrecy, 

and secret organizations and alliances.  This is how the Antichrist rises and rules in measure 

now.  This is the power behind many thrones.  It is the power of both great wealth and great 

wickedness – great evil, supernatural evil.   

 

Those who cannot be bribed can be threatened, or their families threatened, or they can be 

blackmailed, or slandered by the media that the real rulers own or control, or murdered by the 

assassins they have or hire all over the world.  And they put great stock in their occult powers, 

powers that come from Satan and his principalities and powers in the spiritual realm all over the 

Earth, and from demons.  And their use of, or by, these powers is greatly facilitated by leading 

the nations into sin, and worship of false gods, or involvement in the occult – or banning all 

religion, but especially Christianity, while they secretly practice the occult in order to control 

everyone else.     
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Only Christians can stand against their satanic powers – so they seek to make Christianity illegal, 

step-by-step, all over the world.  It is why Christians are persecuted the world over in increasing 

measure – and the measure is increasing in the United States, according to their plan.  Christians 

are the only ones who can stand against their demonic power used to try to control the world.  

But many Christians do not fight in spiritual warfare, or even know how to, and they fall easily 

into sins that leave holes in their spiritual armor (see Ephesians 6).  As a result, they are easily 

defeated if they do try to fight.  And many ministers do not even know what it means to truly 

“walk in the Spirit” and think they are, because they got “saved,” or were filled with the Holy 

Spirit once, and that that accomplishes walking in the Spirit.  No, walking in the Spirit is to walk 

every day immersed in the presence of the Holy Spirit such that he can speak and be heard and 

obeyed whenever he chooses.  When we all become instruments of the Holy Spirit, we become 

powerful – Satan’s worst nightmare.  It is time.   


